
CHECK THIS OUT!
I found a way to make our fantasy football
league even more awesome.

This one is about Waivers...

HERE'S A
QUICK

RUNDOWN:

Set waiver "budget" for owners at start of season

Commish change settings to FAAB on league site

Owners place "wagers" on free agents each week

The owner that waged the most for the player,

gets him. Budget wisely and don't run out of funds!

As Wyclef Jean famously(?) sung(?), it is indeed about dollar dollar bills y’all. Each team
is allotted a budget at the beginning of the fantasy year, we suggest either $100 or

$200. If you are living the high life this can be actual money, but that is not at all
necessary. Think of this budget as Monopoly money, or points even. During the

season, the weekly waiver adds take place just like in any other format, but the priority
goes to the team who allots the most money for that transaction.

 
For example, a claim is put in for a WR and Owner 1 puts $5 on the claim. Owner 2 puts
in a claim for the same player but wagers $7. Owner 2 would then get that player and

$7 would be deducted from their total. Owner 1 retains the $5 they bid since their
transaction did not go through. Claims can be placed on multiple players during the

week and it is up to the owner to determine the amount they want to spend for each
transaction individually. When the waiver wire closes, the priority will always go to the

owner who wagered the higher amount of FAAB dollars.
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It's the FAAB rule

Life is too short for
boring fantasy football.

MORE ABOUT THIS RULE 

@MYCOMMISHRULES

For detailed instructions on
this and tons of other unique

ways to play fantasy football,
check out our library of rules

and regulations at 

http://www.mycommishrules.com/library
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